In today’s dynamic business environment, customer-facing organizations are subject to ever-increasing complexity across their supply chain. Unpredictable market situations frequently lead to changes that propagate shock-waves through the network, catching all the supply chain entities and partners off-guard. Unless of course, the backbone of the physical supply chain is setup with a digital core that can react to, mobilize and plan for such events with agility. Infosys brings together its deep supply chain expertise in industry verticals, its proven-track record in SAP IBP, point-solutions built over time in complementary toolsets and hyper-scaler partnerships – giving an unparalleled edge and much needed boost to your supply chain.

**INTELLIGENT SUPPLY CHAIN Offerings by Infosys**

- **Integration and Collaboration**
- **Digital Boardroom**
- **Demand-driven MRP**
- **Inventory Optimization**
- **Sales and Operations Planning**
- **Forecasting and Sensing**
- **ABC/XYZ Segmentation**
- **Long-range Supply Planning**
INFOSYS SAP IBP CASE STUDIES

20+ active SAP IBP on HANA clients

100+ SAP APO and IBP engagements across industry verticals: Manufacturing, Utilities, Retail, CPG, Hi-Tech, Healthcare.

Rich pool of proprietary toolsets and solutions across these offerings

Dedicated IBP HANA transformation Center of Excellence

280+ dedicated SAP IBP and APO consultants

150+ SAP IBP on HANA Consultants

Strategic SAP Alliance
- SAP Global Strategic Partner
- Join GTM initiative with SAP
- Collaborative product development

A leading crops protection and seeds company transformed its S&OP process and forecast accuracy implementing AI-embedded IBP demand planning algorithms in an agile scale-out

Global leader in eye and vision care products implemented IBP S&OP, demand and IO in backdrop of a changing ERP platform in a complex supply chain with globally distributed manufacturing

A leading crystal manufacturing company implemented IBP for two different businesses in context of an uncertain forecast and capacity constraints, leveraging a multi-level optimizer configuration

A world leader in confectionary, food and beverage implemented IBP demand, supply and IO with some creative solutions in the area of price elasticity, quota and moving seasonality

A world leader in consumer products involving implementation of IBP S&OP and some creative solutions around POS to shipment offset with integration to trade promotion management systems

An integrated solutions provider in pharma, bio-tech, consumer health and contract research involving merging templates around product and service side of the business into a common data model in IBP demand and supply planning

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com